HTTP(s)-tunneling: What is HTTP-tunneling?
HTTP-tunneling is a method for connecting to a MySQL server that uses the same protocol
(http://) and the same port (port 80) as a webserver does. This can be very useful when
connecting to a MySQL server at an ISP. Because it is always available where a webserver with
the LAMP- or WAMP-stack is available.

"Direct connection" to MySQL normally uses port 3306, but that port is often closed for security
reasons. By using the same port as the webserver does, your connection cannot be blocked!
But to enable this a "translation engine" must be available at the webhost, that translates the inand outgoing traffic on port 80 to internal traffic using the MySQL port(3306). This "translation
engine" is the tunneling script provided with SQLyog. This script (a PHP script) must be
uploaded to some place on the webserver that you have access to and from where PHP can
connect to MySQL. That would normally be (but need not be) the root directory of your website.
If you can access your website and if the webserver has PHP installed and PHP is configured to
connect to MySQL then you can access the tunneling file too.

Note that our tunneling script is only functional for connecting to MySQL when accessed from
SQLyog and the SQLyog Job Agent (SJA). If you access it from a browser it will just display the
version of the script and a short message where it identifies itself.

Thus we have established this communications chain
SQLyog <-port80-> Tunneling Script <-port3306-> MySQL server
and SQLyog <--> MySQL Server communication has been established.

Here you will find a detailed example of using and setting up SQLyog HTTP tunneling with the
"Yahoo Small Business MySQL Server" service. Same steps apply for most 'shared hosting'.

Also read about SSH-tunneling.
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